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Descriptive Summary
Title: Future Perfect: Study of works of Science Fiction,
Date (inclusive): 1966
Collection number: Special Collections M0159
Creator: Franklin, Howard Bruce
Extent: 5 folders
Repository: Stanford University. Libraries. Dept. of Special Collections and University Archives.
Language: English.
Access Restrictions
None.
Publication Rights
Property rights reside with the repository. Literary rights reside with the creators of the documents or their heirs. To obtain permission to publish or reproduce, please contact the Public Services Librarian of the Dept. of Special Collections.

Provenance
Gift of H. B. Franklin, 1966

Preferred Citation:
[Identification of item] Future Perfect: Study of works of Science Fiction, M0159, Dept. of Special Collections, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.

Biography
Professor of English at Stanford, 1965-1972 and Herman Melville scholar.

Scope and Content
Summary: Literary manuscript of a study on science fiction. Typescript drafts, galley proofs with corrections, some photocopies of material to be quoted.

Container 1, Folder 1
Draft- typescript with ms. corrections, some xerox material, some duplication of pages, some holograph pages
Container 1, Folder 2 & 3
Typescript--with ms. corrections, some xerox pages from previous drafts or papers and xerox copies from quota mater

Container 1, Folder 4
Galley Proof N. 11--ms. correction

Container 1, Folder 5
Final Proof N. 11--ms. correction and editing